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ABSTRACT 
The well-known inequality of A. J. Hoffman and H. W. Wielandt is extended from 
single normal operators to commuting tuples of such operators. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A = (A”’ . . , A(“‘)) be an m-tuple of commuting normal operators 
on the Hilbert spice 8”. Then there exists orthonormal vectors x1, . . . , x, 
and complex numbers ,ij), . . . , a$), 1 <j G n, such that 
A(j)xk = ff$j)xk) ldj<m, l<k<n. 
The points 0~~ = (al’), . . . , af”)), 1 Q k Q n, in F” are called the joint 
eigenvakes of A. 
For an operator T on W let /lTlle = (tr T*T)l/’ denote its Frobenius 
norm (also called the Hilbert-Schmidt norm or the Schatten e-norm). 
In this note we shall prove: 
THEOREM 1. Let A =(A('),..., A(“)) be an m-tuple of commuting 
norrnul operators on W, and let ak, 1 < k < n, be the joint eigenvalues of 
A. Let B = (B(l), . . . , B(“)) be another such m-tuple with joint eigenvalues 
&, 1 < k Q n. Then there exists a permutation u on n indices such that 
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When m = 1 the inequality (1.1) reduces to a famous inequality of 
Hoffman and Wielandt [2]. The noteworthy feature of (1.1) is that the same 
permutation u does the job for each of the m components. 
If we think of an m-tuple T(i), . . , T(“’ of (not necessarily commutingl 
operators on g’” as a column vector 
1 T(l) \ 
T(2) 
T= 
\ T(“’ / 
and consider it as an operator from g’” to @, copies@“, then the 2-norm of T 
is given by 
j(T(12 = (trT*T)l’” = ( j, IIT’L’II:) “‘. 
The inequality (1.1) can then be written as 
e 11~~~ - p,(j,ll~~ G IL4 - BII:. (1.2) 
j=l 
Our proof of Theorem 1 has two ingredients. One is the use of Birkhoffs 
theorem on doubly stochastic matrices exactly as in the proof by Hoffmann 
and Wielandt. The other is the use of Clifford operators following McIntosh 
and Pryde [3, 41. 
2. THE CLIFFORD OPERATOR 
Let Scm, be the Clifford algebra with generators e,, , e,, satisfying the 
relations e2 = -1 e.e k= -eke. for j # k. This is an algebra over R of 
dimension12”. For a’ subset S 2 (il,. . , ik) of the set (1,2, . . , m) with 
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i, < i, < *** < i,, define es = ei,ei2 **a eik, and put e+ = 1. Then the ele- 
ments es, where S varies over the subsets of {1,2, . . . , m}, form a basis of 
9@,. If A = CA, s e and p = C pses are any two elements of LP~,,,,, define 
(A, /_L) = CA, ps. This defines an inner product on 9(,,,, in which the basis 
es is orthonormal. 
On the tensor product W @.9(,,,, a natural inner product is defined as 
( c xs @es, Cys @ es = C<x,, ys>, s S > S 
where the inner product on the right hand side is the standard inner product 
on W. 
If T = (T”‘, . . . , T’“)) is an m-tuple of operators on P, then the 
Clifford operator of T is an operator on W 8 L%?~,,,, defined as 
Cliff(T) = i E T(i) Q ej, 
j=l 
its action on %?‘” @J9~m, being given by the relation 
Cliff(T)( Fxs 8 es) = i c c (T(j)xs) @ ejes. 
_i s 
LEMMA 1. Let T = (To), . . , T(“‘)) be any m-tuple of operators in ‘F, 
and let Cliff(T) be the associated &fiord operator. Then 
IICliff(T)))i = 2”’ E I\T(~)((~. 
k=l 
(2.1) 
Proof. Note that 
Cliff(T) *Cliff(T) = 
= - CTU)*T(k) @ ejek 
j,k 
= E T(j)*T(j) Q e+ - 2 c T(j)*T(k)ejek. (2.2) 
j=l j<k 
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Let ul, 1 = 1,2,. . . , n, be an orthonormal basis for g”, and es, S c 
11,2,. f. > m}, the standard orthonormal basis for Scm,. Then the collection 
u1 CX, es is an orthonormal basis for ‘8’” @Scm,. We have, therefore, for each 
tr(T W*T(j) 8 e ,+) = c c((T’j’*T(j’ @ ed)(ul 8 es),ul 8 es) 
1 s 
= C C (P*z+h,, ul> 
1 s 
= 2”tr T(j)*T(J). (2.3) 
On the other hand, if j z k then 
tr(T W*T(k) @ e, ,ek) = C C( T(j)*?“(k)Ul 8 ejekesl ul 8 es> 
1 s 
= 0. (2.4) 
The equality (2.1) now follows from (2.2), (2.31, and (2.4). n 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Choose orthonormal bases ur, . . , u, and ur, . . , un for g’” such that 
A’kjU 
.l 
= a<k)u. 
1 I’ 
Rck’V. = pJk”v, 
I 1 3 (3.1) 
for 1 <j < n, 1 < k < m. If P. and Qj denote the orthoprojectors onto the 
l-dimensional spaces spanned b y uj and 3 respectively, we can write the 
spectral resolutions 
Ack’ = t a;“$‘., Rck’ = 2 #k)Qj. (3.2) 
j=l j=l 
Then, 
Cliff(A) = i 2 Ack’ @ ek 
k=l 
=i 
:l (;l a;k%) @ ek 
=i (3.3) 
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In the same way, 
(3.4) 
Note that for each j the operator q @ e4 is an orthoprojector in g’” @9’,,,,, 
and its range is the 2”-dimensional subspace (Ran 5) @L%‘~~,. In particular 
<pi 8 e,XP, @ e,) = 0 if j # k. Note that 
tr(Pj @ e+) = 2”. (3.5) 
An analogous statement is true for the Qj. 
Now as before we will compute traces with respect to the orthonormal 
basis u, 8 e, in ‘&“” @Zcm,, where 1 ,< r < n and S 5 {1,2 ,..., m). 
If P is any operator of %?” and T a nonempty subset of {1,2, . . , d, 
then 
tr( P @ eT) = C ((P @J e,)(zr, @ es), u, @ es> 
7. s 
= C(Pu,@e,es,ur@es) =O 
r, s 
(3.6) 
by the definition of the inner product and the fact that ereS is never equal to 
es unless T is empty. So 
tr Cliff(A) *Cliff(B) 
= -trC[ -( F CX/~‘@~“)F,Q, Q e, 
i,j 
+ c ( ~y!~) /?j’“’ - a!‘) a:“)) P,Q, @ ekel 
k+Z 1 
= $Fk Ly(k)pjk) tr(PiQj Q e+), by (3.6) above. (3.7) 
> > 
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Let 
d,, = tr(P,Qj Be+), i,j,= 1,2 ,..., n. (3.8) 
Then the n X n matrix D = ((d,,)) is 2”’ times a doubly stochastic matrix, 
because of the relation (3.5) and the corresponding fact for Qj. Hence by 
Birkhoff s theorem there exist constants a0 2 0, C, a, = 1 such that 
D = 2”’ c a,(r, 
(TE s,, 
(3.9) 
where S, is the group of permutations on n indices and each element of S,, 
is also identified with a permutation matrix. 
The rest of the proof now proceeds as in [l, p. 741 for the classical 
Hoffmann-Wielandt theorem. Using (2.1) (3.71, and (3.9) we can write 
)I Cliff(A) - Cliff(B) 11: 
= tr Cliff(A) * Cliff(A) + tr Cliff( B) *Cliff( B) - 2 Re tr Cliff(A) *Cliff(B) 
= 1) Cliff(A) 11: + 11 Cliff(B) I\: - 2 Re tr Cliff(A) * Cliff(B) 
= 2rr~za~~[Ioj”‘l~ +I @j,I’- 2Re cr~k)~~~,~,] 
G- j.k 
(3.10) 
The inequality (1.1) now follows from (2.1) and (3.10). 
4. REMARKS 
(1) Note that by the same argument a reverse inequality can also be 
proved: there exists another permutation (T such that 
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(2) Sun [6l h as p roved a generalization of the Hoffmam-Wielandt inequal- 
ity valid for operators similar to diagonal ones. This result can also be 
extended to commuting tuples. More precisely, let A = (A(‘), . . , A’“‘) and 
B = (B”‘, . . . , B(“‘) be two m-tuples of operators on V. Let P, Q be 
invertible operators such that 
PA(j)Pml = diag( o{j), . . . , c@), 
QB(j)Q_’ = &ag( pp.. . , P,‘j’) 
are diagonal matrices. Then tij, pj, 1 < j Q rz, are the joint eigenvalues of A 
and B respectively. We define the condition number of P as 
cond P = IlPll * IIP-‘II, 
where llPl[ denotes the usual operator sup norm of P. It can be proved that 
under the above circumstances there exists a permutation (+ or n indices 
such that 
2 11’~~ - Pu(j,ll& Q (cond P)‘(cond Q)“llA - Blli. 
j=l 
(4.2) 
Sun’s result [6] is a special case of this when m = 1. This can be proved by 
imitating Sun’s proof [6] (see also [5, p. 2161) and using our Theorem 1. 
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